1. SELECT DESIRED BACKSET - 2 3/4", 3 3/4", 5" OR 7" (70, 95, 127 OR 178)
2. FOLD ON DOTTED LINE.
3. PLACE FOLD ON LOW EDGE OF BEVEL.
4. LINE UP CENTER LINES.
5. CENTER PUNCH FOR ø 2 1/8" (54) HOLE, THE ø 1 1/16" (27) HOLE, AND THE FOUR ø 5/8" (B) MOUNTING HOLES.
6. DRILL HOLES

NOTE: DIMENSIONS IN ( ) ARE IN MILLIMETERS

NOTE: THE ø 2 1/8" (54) HOLE CAN BE AS SMALL AS ø 1 1/8" (27).
1. SELECT DESIRED BACKSET- 2 3/4", 3 3/4", 5" OR 7" (70, 95, 127 OR 178)
2. FOLD ON DOTTED LINE.
3. PLACE FOLD ON LOW EDGE OF BEVEL.
4. LINE UP CENTER LINES.
5. CENTER PUNCH FOR ø 2 1/8" (54) HOLE, THE ø 1 1/16" (27) HOLE, AND THE FOUR ø 5/16" (8) MOUNTING HOLES.
6. DRILL HOLES

NOTE: DIMENSIONS IN () ARE IN MILLIMETERS

Template to Scale. Do not copy or fax.

Note: The ø 2 1/8" (54) hole can be as small as ø 1 1/8" (27).